
“Introduction to Mechanism Design”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Mechanisms And Machines: Basic Concepts.

Motion In Machinery

Velocity Analysis Of Planar And Spatial Mechanisms

Topic : Mechanisms And Machines: Basic Concepts.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 learn the concept of inclined plane

 Understand the concepts of gears

 Learn about screw jacks, pulley and gear trains

Definition/Overview:

Mechanism: Mechanism is the fundamental physical or chemical processes involved in or

responsible for an action, reaction or other natural phenomenon.

Machine: Machine is an assemblage of parts that transmit forces, motion and energy in a

predetermined manner.

Simple Machine :Simple Machine is any of various elementary mechanisms having the

elements of which all machines are composed. Included in this category are the lever, wheel and

axle, pulley, inclined plane, wedge and the screw.
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The word mechanism has many meanings. In kinematics, a mechanism is a means of

transmitting, controlling, or constraining relative movement. Movements which are electrically,

magnetically, pneumatically operated are excluded from the concept of mechanism. The central

theme for mechanisms is rigid bodies connected together by joints.

A machine is a combination of rigid or resistant bodies, formed and connected do that they move

with definite relative motions and transmit force from the source of power to the resistance to be

overcome. A machine has two functions: transmitting definite relative motion and transmitting

force. These functions require strength and rigidity to transmit the forces.

The term mechanism is applied to the combination of geometrical bodies which constitute a

machine or part of a machine. A mechanism may therefore be defined as a combination of rigid

or resistant bodies, formed and connected so that they move with definite relative motions with

respect to one another

Key Points:

1. The Inclined Plane

The inclined plane is one of the original six simple machines; as the name suggests, it is a flat

surface whose endpoints are at different heights. By moving an object up an inclined plane rather

than completely vertical, the amount of force required is reduced, at the expense of increasing

the distance the object must travel. The mechanical advantage of an inclined plane is the ratio of

the length of the sloped surface to the height it spans; this may also be expressed as the cosecant

of the angle between the plane and the horizontal. Note that due to the conservation of energy,

the same amount of mechanical energy is required to lift a given object by a given distance,

except for losses from friction, but the inclined plane allows the same work to be done with a

smaller force exerted over a greater distance.
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2.Screw Jack

A jackscrew is a type of jack which is operated by turning a leadscrew. It is also known as a

screw jack, and are commonly used as car-jacks.

A jackscrew's compressive force is obtained through the tension force applied by its leadscrew.

An Acme thread is most often used, as this thread is very strong and can resist the large loads

imposed on most jackscrews while not being dramatically weakened by wear over many

rotations. These types are self-locking, which makes them more intrinsically safe than other jack

technologies like hydraulic actuators which require continual pressure to remain in a locked

position. Most jackscrews are lubricated with grease.

Advanced screw mechanisms may use a recirculating-ball nut to minimize friction and prolong

the life of the screw threads, but such jackscrews are usually not self-locking. The thread profile

of such screws is semicircular, not trapezoidal as in an Acme thread.

Jackscrews form vital components in equipment. For instance, the failure of a jackscrew on a

McDonnell Douglas MD80 due to a lack of grease resulted in the crash of Alaska Airlines Flight

261 off the coast of California in 2000.

The jackscrew figured prominently in the classic novel Robinson Crusoe. It was also featured in

a recent History Channel program as the saving tool of the Pilgrims' voyage the main crossbeam,

a key structural component of their small ship, cracked during a severe storm. A farmer's

jackscrew secured the damage until landfall.
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3. Gears

A gear is a component within a transmission device that transmits rotational force to another gear

or device. A gear is different from a pulley in that a gear is a round wheel which has linkages

("teeth" or "cogs") that mesh with other gear teeth, allowing force to be fully transferred without

slippage. Depending on their construction and arrangement, geared devices can transmit forces at

different speeds, torques, or in a different direction, from the power source.

The most common situation is for a gear to mesh with another gear, but a gear can mesh with any

device having compatible teeth, such as linear moving racks.

A gear's most important feature is that gears of unequal sizes (diameters) can be combined to

produce a mechanical advantage, so that the rotational speed and torque of the second gear are

different from that of the first. In the context of a particular machine, the term "gear" also refers

to one particular arrangement of gears among other arrangements (such as "first gear"). Such

arrangements are often given as a ratio, using the number of teeth or gear diameter as units. The

term "gear" is also used in non-geared devices which perform equivalent tasks "broadly

speaking, a gear refers to a ratio of engine shaft speed to driveshaft speed. Although CVTs

change this ratio without using a set of planetary gears, they are still described as having low and

high "gears" for the sake of convention.

4. Gear Trains

A gear train is a set or system of gears arranged to transfer rotational torque from one part of a

mechanical system to another.
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Gear trains consist of:

 Driving gears - attached to the input shaft

 Driven gears/Motor gears - attached to the output shaft

 Idler gears - interposed between the driving and driven gear in order to maintain the

direction of the output shaft the same as the input shaft or to increase the distance

between the drive and driven gears. A compound gear train refers to two or more gears

used to transmit motion.

5. Gear ratio

The gear ratio is the relationship between the number of teeth on two gears that are meshed or

two sprockets connected with a common roller chain, or the circumferences of two pulleys

connected with a drive belt.

For every one revolution of the pinion, the gear has made 1/1.62, or 0.62, revolutions. In

practical terms, the gear turns more slowly.

Suppose the largest gear in the picture has 42 teeth, the gear ratio between the second and third

gear is thus 21/42 = 1/2, and for every revolution of the smallest gear the largest gear has only

turned 0.62/2 = 0.31 revolution, a total reduction of about 1:3.23.

Since the intermediate (idler) gear contacts directly both the smaller and the larger gear it can be

removed from the calculation, also giving a ratio of 42/13 = 3.23.

Since the number of teeth is also proportional to the circumference of the gear wheel (the bigger

the wheel the more teeth it has) the gear ratio can also be expressed as the relationship between

the circumferences of both wheels (where d is the diameter of the smaller wheel and D is the

diameter of the larger wheel):
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Since the diameter is equal to twice the radius;

as well.

and so

In other words, the gear ratio is proportional to ratio of the gear diameters and inversely

proportional to the ratio of gear speeds. Belts can have teeth in them also and be coupled to gear-

like pulleys. Special gears called sprockets can be coupled together with chains, as on bicycles

and some motorcycles. Again, exact accounting of teeth and revolutions can be applied with

these machines.

Valve timing gears on a Ford Taunus V4 engine the small gear is on the crankshaft, the larger

gear is on the camshaft. The crankshaft gear has 34 teeth; the camshaft gear has 68 teeth and runs

at half the crankshaft RPM.

A belt with teeth, called the timing belt, is used in some internal combustion engines to exactly

synchronize the movement of the camshaft with that of the crankshaft, so that the valves open

and close at the top of each cylinder at exactly the right time relative to the movement of each

cylinder. From the time the car is driven off the lot, to the time the belt needs replacing

thousands of kilometers later, it synchronizes the two shafts exactly. A chain, called a timing

chain, is used on some automobiles for this purpose, while in others; the camshaft and crankshaft

are coupled directly together through meshed gears. But whichever form of drive is employed,

on four-stroke engines the crankshaft/camshaft gear ratio is always 2:1, which means that for

every two revolutions of the crankshaft the camshaft will rotate through one revolution.
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Automobile drivetrains generally have two or more areas where gearing is used: one in the

transmission, which contains a number of different sets of gearing that, can be changed to allow

a wide range of vehicle speeds, and another at the differential, which contains one additional set

of gearing that, provides further mechanical advantage at the wheels. These components might

be separate and connected by a driveshaft, or they might be combined into one unit called a

transaxle.

6. Pulley

A pulley (also called a block) is a mechanism composed of a wheel (called a sheave) with a

groove between two flanges around the wheel's circumference. A rope, cable or belt usually runs

inside the groove. Pulleys are used to change the direction of an applied force, transmit rotational

motion, or realize a mechanical advantage in either a linear or rotational system of motion. A belt

and pulley system is characterized by two or more pulleys in common to a belt. This allows for

mechanical power, torque, and speed to be transmitted across axes and, if the pulleys are of

differing diameters, a mechanical advantage to be realized. A belt drive is analogous to that of a

chain drive, however a belt sheave may be smooth (devoid of discrete interlocking members as

would be found on a chain sprocket, spur gear, or timing belt) so that the mechanical advantage

is given by the ratio of the pitch diameter of the sheaves only (one is not able to count 'teeth' to

determine gear ratio).

7. Efficiency of Machines

In working out the problems on levers, belts and pulleys, inclined planes and so forth, we have

not taken account of friction or other sources of energy loss. In other words, we have supposed

them to be perfect, when in fact they are not. To measure the performance of a machine, we

often find its efficiency, which is defined as
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Topic : Motion In Machinery

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concepts of Perpetual motion

 classification of perpetual motion

 techniques of perpetual motion

Definition/Overview:

In physics, motion means a constant change in the location of a body. Change in motion is the

result of applied force. Motion is typically described in terms of velocity, acceleration,

displacement, and time. An object's velocity cannot change unless it is acted upon by a force, as

described by Newton's first law. An object's momentum is directly related to the object's mass

and velocity, and the total momentum of all objects in a closed system (one not affected by

external forces) does not change with time, as described by the law of conservation of

momentum.

A body which does not move is said to be at rest, motionless, immobile, stationary, or to have

constant (time-invariant) position.

Motion is always observed and measured relative to a frame of reference. As there is no absolute

reference frame, absolute motion cannot be determined; this is emphasized by the term relative

motion. A body which is motionless relative to a given reference frame, moves relative to

infinitely many other frames. Thus, everything in the universe is moving.
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Key Points:

1. Perpetual motion

Robert Fludd's 1618 "water screw" perpetual motion machine from a 1660 woodcut. This device

is widely credited as the first recorded attempt to describe such a device in order to produce

useful work - driving millstones.

The term perpetual motion, taken literally, refers to movement that goes on forever. However,

the term more generally refers to any closed system that produces more energy than it consumes.

Such a device or system would be in violation of the law of conservation of energy, which states

that energy can never be created or destroyed. The most conventional type of perpetual motion

machine is a mechanical system which (supposedly) sustains motion despite losing energy to

friction and air resistance, or while avoiding losing energy to friction and air resistance.

Perpetual motion violates either the first law of thermodynamics, the second law of

thermodynamics, or both (scientists are careful, however, to state that there are exceptions to the

laws of thermodynamics. Such an exception has not been found). The first law of

thermodynamics is essentially a statement of conservation of energy. The second law can be

phrased in several different ways, the most intuitive of which is that heat flows spontaneously

from hotter to colder places; the most well known statement is that entropy tends to increase, or

at the least stay the same; another statement is that no heat engine (an engine which produces

work while moving heat between two separate places) can be more efficient than a Carnot heat

engine. As a special case of this, any machine operating in a closed cycle cannot only transform

thermal energy to work in a region of constant temperature.

Machines which are claimed not to violate either of the two laws of thermodynamics but rather

to generate energy from unconventional sources are sometimes referred to as perpetual motion

machines, although they are generally considered not to meet the standard criteria for the name.

By way of example, it is possible to design a clock or other low-power machine, such as Cox's

timepiece, which runs on the differences in barometric pressure or temperature between night

and day. Such a machine has a source of energy, albeit one from which it is impractical to

produce power in quantity.
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2. Classification

It is customary to classify supposed perpetual motion machines according to which law of

thermodynamics they purport to violate:

 A perpetual motion machine of the first kind produces energy from nothing, giving the

user unlimited 'free' energy. It thus violates the law of conservation of energy.

 A perpetual motion machine of the second kind is a machine which spontaneously

converts thermal energy into mechanical work. When the thermal energy is equivalent to

the work done, this does not violate the law of conservation of energy. However it does

violate the more subtle second law of thermodynamics. Such a machine is different from

real heat engines (such as car engines), which always involve a transfer of heat from a

hotter reservoir to a colder one, the latter being warmed up in the process. The signature

of a perpetual motion machine of the second kind is that there is only one heat reservoir

involved, which is being spontaneously cooled without involving a transfer of heat to a

cooler reservoir. This conversion of heat into useful work, without any side effect, is

impossible, as stated by the second law of thermodynamics. In contrast, a hot reservoir

inside an internal combustion engine is created by a spark igniting fumes which contain

stores of chemical energy. The temperature of the fumes increases above that of the

surroundings. This is not a perpetual motion machine since the increase in temperature is

a result of the release of a finite available amount of chemical energy - which is always

much less than the total heat energy and mass-energy contained within the system. As

explained by statistical mechanics, there are far more states in which heat distribution is

close to thermodynamic equilibrium than states in which heat is concentrated in small

regions, so temperatures will tend to even out over time, reducing the amount of free

energy available for conversion to mechanical energy.

 A more obscure category is a perpetual motion machine of the third kind, usually (but not

always) defined as one that completely eliminates friction and other dissipative forces, to
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maintain motion forever (due to its mass inertia). Third in this case refers solely to the

position in the above classification scheme, not the third law of thermodynamics.

Although it is impossible to make such a machine, as dissipation can never be 100%

eliminated in a mechanical system, it is nevertheless possible to get very close to this

ideal. Even if such a machine could be built, it would not serve as an endless source of

energy, since the amount of available energy is still finite: if we could build a frictionless

flywheel, it would eventually slow down and stop if its kinetic energy were tapped for

useful work, and we would get no more energy out than the amount that was initially put

in to spin up the flywheel.

3. Use of the term "impossible" and perpetual motion

Like all scientific theories, the laws of physics are incomplete. "A world that was simple enough

to be fully known would be too simple to contain conscious observers that might know it."

Outside of pure mathematics, stating that things are absolutely impossible is more a hallmark of

pseudoscience than of true science. Nevertheless, the term is properly used to reflect those things

that cannot be true without a significant rewrite of nearly all known scientific laws.

The conservation laws are particularly robust. Noether's theorem states that any conservation law

can be derived from a corresponding continuous symmetry. In other words, so long as the laws

of physics (not simply the current understanding of them, but the actual laws, which may still be

undiscovered) and the various physical constants remain invariant over time so long as the laws

of the universe are fixed then the conservation laws must be true, in the sense that they follow

from the presupposition using mathematical logic. To put it the other way around: if perpetual

motion or "overunity" machines were possible, then most of what we believe to be true about

physics, mathematics, or both would have to be false. However our belief is that mathematics is

absolute: its veracity is not dependent on anything that happens in the real world.

We can investigate whether the laws of physics are invariant over time: using telescopes we can

examine the universe in the distant past; the fact that stars even exist and are, to the limits of our

measurements, identical to stars today, is a direct visual demonstration that physics was similar
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in the past. Combining different measurements such as spectroscopy, direct measurement of the

speed of light in the past and similar measurements demonstrates that physics appears to have

remained substantially the same, if not identical, for all of observable history spanning billions of

years.

The principles of thermodynamics are so well established, both theoretically and experimentally,

that proposals for perpetual motion machines are universally met with disbelief on the part of

physicists. Any proposed perpetual motion design offers a potentially instructive challenge to

physicists: one is almost completely certain that it can't work, so one must explain how it fails to

work. The difficulty (and the value) of such an exercise depends on the subtlety of the proposal;

the best ones tend to arise from physicists' own thought experiments and often shed light upon

certain aspects of physics.

4. Techniques

Some common ideas recur repeatedly in perpetual motion machine designs. Many ideas that

continue to appear today were stated as early as 1670 by John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester and an

official of the Royal Society. He outlined three potential sources of power for a perpetual motion

machine, "Chymical Extractions", "Magnetical Virtues" and "the Natural Affection of Gravity".

The seemingly mysterious ability of magnets to influence motion at a distance without any

apparent energy source has long appealed to inventors. One of the earliest examples of a system

using magnets was proposed by Wilkins and has been widely copied since: it consists of a ramp

with a magnet at the top, which pulled a metal ball up the ramp. Near the magnet was a small

hole that was supposed to allow the ball to drop under the ramp and return to the bottom, where a

flap allowed it to return to the top again. The device simply could not work: any magnet strong

enough to pull the ball up the ramp would necessarily be too powerful to allow it to drop through

the hole. Faced with this problem, more modern versions typically use a series of ramps and

magnets, positioned so the ball is to be handed off from one magnet to another as it moves. The

problem remains the same.

More generally, magnets can do no net work, although this was not understood until much later.

A magnet can accelerate an object, like the metal ball of Wilkins' device, but this motion will
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always come to stop when the object reaches the magnet, releasing that work in some other form

- typically its mechanical energy being turned into heat. In order for this motion to continue, the

magnet would have to be moved, which would require energy.

Topic : Velocity Analysis Of Planar And Spatial Mechanisms

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Planar and Spatial Mechanisms

 Learn the concept of Kinematics and Dynamics of Mechanisms

 Learn the concept of Links, Frames and Kinematic Chains

 Learn the concept of Skeleton Outline

Definition/Overview:

Velocity Analysis is a technique for the determination of the velocities of the parts of a machine

or mechanism. Graphical and analytical analyses of plane mechanisms are the two main methods

that are used. Visualization is an inherent part of the graphical analysis and generally gives a

better physical feel for the problem than most purely analytical methods. Analytical methods,

however, are necessary for computer analyses.

In a high-speed machine it is important that the inertia forces be determined. This requires an

acceleration analysis of the machine, and the first step in an acceleration analysis usually is a

velocity analysis. In the analysis of some machines, the velocity of a particular point in the

machine may itself be the important thing to be determined in the analysisfor example, the
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cutting speed and return speed of the cutting tool in a shaper, or the shuttle velocity in a textile

machine.

In the graphical method of velocity analysis, the geometry of the mechanism is known in each

phase of its motion cycle from the drawing of the mechanism in each position. In an analytical

velocity analysis, the geometry is usually determined analytically; that is, a position analysis of

the mechanism is performed by using trigonometry, vector mathematics, or some other analytical

method as the first step in the velocity analysis.

One analytical method for the position analysis of mechanisms, developed by M. A. Chace,

makes use of vector mathematics. It consists essentially of solving vector triangles containing

two unknowns. Computer subprograms for Chace solutions to the plane vector equation and for

all the various vector operations have been written, thus making the position and velocity

analyses (as well as the acceleration analysis) of mechanisms by computer using Chace's method

quite convenient. Computer analyses are particularly useful when complex mechanisms must be

analyzed in many positions of their cycle of motion.

Key Points:

1. Planar and Spatial Mechanisms

Mechanisms can be divided into planar mechanisms and spatial mechanisms, according to the

relative motion of the rigid bodies. In planar mechanisms, all of the relative motions of the rigid

bodies are in one plane or in parallel planes. If there is any relative motion that is not in the same

plane or in parallel planes, the mechanism is called the spatial mechanism. In other words, planar

mechanisms are essentially two dimensional while spatial mechanisms are three dimensional.

2. Kinematics and Dynamics of Mechanisms

Kinematics of mechanisms is concerned with the motion of the parts without considering how

the influencing factors (force and mass) affect the motion. Therefore, kinematics deals with the
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fundamental concepts of space and time and the quantities velocity and acceleration derived

there from. Kinetics deals with action of forces on bodies. This is where the effects of gravity

come into play. Dynamics is the combination of kinematics and kinetics. Dynamics of

mechanisms concerns the forces that act on the parts both balanced and unbalanced forces,

taking into account the masses and accelerations of the parts as well as the external forces.

3. Links, Frames and Kinematic Chains

A link is defined as a rigid body having two or more pairing elements which connect it to other

bodies for the purpose of transmitting force or motion.

In every machine, at least one link either occupies a fixed position relative to the earth or carries

the machine as a whole along with it during motion. This link is the frame of the machine and is

called the fixed link. The combination of links and pairs without a fixed link is not a mechanism

but a kinematic chain.

4. Skeleton Outline

For the purpose of kinematic analysis, a mechanism may be represented in an abbreviated, or

skeleton, form called the skeleton outline of the mechanism. The skeleton outline gives all the

geometrical information necessary for determining the relative motions of the links. In Figure 3-

1, the skeleton outline has been drawn for the engine shown in Figure. This skeleton contains all

necessary information to determine the relative motions of the main links, namely, the length AB

of the crank; the length BC of the connecting rod; A the location of the axis of the main bearing;

and the path AC of point C, which represents the wrist-pin axis.

5. Pairs, Higher Pairs, Lower Pairs and Linkages

A pair is a joint between the surfaces of two rigid bodies that keeps them in contact and

relatively movable. For example, in Figure 3-2, a door jointed to the frame with hinges makes

revolute joint (pin joint), allowing the door to be turned around its axis. Figure show skeletons of

a revolute joint. Figure is used when both links joined by the pair can turn. Figure 3-2c is used

when one of the links jointed by the pair is the frame.
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Generally, there are two kinds of pairs in mechanisms, lower pairs and higher pairs. What

differentiates them is the type of contact between the two bodies of the pair. Surface-contact

pairs are called lower pairs. In planar (2D) mechanisms, there are two subcategories of lower

pairs -- revolute pairs and prismatic pairs.

6. Kinematic Analysis and Synthesis

In kinematic analysis, a particular given mechanism is investigated based on the mechanism

geometry plus other known characteristics (such as input angular velocity, angular acceleration,

etc.). Kinematic synthesis, on the other hand, is the process of designing a mechanism to

accomplish a desired task. Here, both choosing the types as well as the dimensions of the new

mechanism can be part of kinematic synthesis.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Acceleration Analysis Of Planar And Spatial Mechanisms

Design And Analysis Of Cam And Follower Systems

Spur Gears: Design And Analysis

Topic : Acceleration Analysis Of Planar And Spatial Mechanisms

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Induced Acceleration Analysis

 Learn the concept of Induced Power Analysis
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Definition/Overview:

A mathematical technique, often done graphically, by which accelerations of parts of a

mechanism are determined. In high-speed machines, particularly those that include cam

mechanisms, inertial forces may be the controlling factor in the design of members. An

acceleration analysis, based upon velocity analysis, must therefore precede a force analysis.

Maximum accelerations are of particular interest to the designer. Although an analytical solution

might be preferable if exact maxima were required, graphical solutions formerly tended to be

simpler and to facilitate visualization of relationships. Today, for advanced problems certainly, a

computer solution, possibly one based on graphical techniques, is often more effective and can

also produce very accurate graphical output.

Key Points:

1. Induced Acceleration Analysis

Induced Acceleration lies at the intersection (conceptually) of the field of forward dynamics

(used predominantly for research) and inverse dynamics (used predominantly for descriptive and

clinical studies) because Induced Accelerations can be used to interpret experimental or

simulated data. Induced Acceleration analysis and Induced Power analysis provide an

intermediate stage of analysis between inverse dynamics and forward dynamics that focuses on

the interpretation of the clinical motion capture data. The interpretation of movement analysis

data is a critical step in the routine use of movement analysis. This interpretation allows the data

in the clinical report to be presented in terms that are understandable to a clinician. These

analyses for interpreting movement data have recently been gaining popularity in the

biomechanics community. The basis of the analysis is the identification of the contribution of a

particular muscle group (e.g. plantar flexors) to an outcome measure (e.g. acceleration of the

center-of-mass of the body). This analysis was coined asr; Induced Acceleration Analysis.
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The scientist used a simple planar model to demonstrate that the gastrocnemius muscle,

anatomically a knee flexor and ankle plantar flexor, in certain circumstances can act as a knee

extensor. Mechanical analysis of the musculoskeletal system reveals that muscle groups crossing

a joint will generally act to accelerate all the joints of the body and not just the joints they cross.

The magnitude of these accelerations is a function of both the magnitude of the muscle forces as

well as the displacement of the joints (position and orientation of the body segments).

The sensitivity of joint accelerations to the joint moments is a function of both the inertial

properties of the segments and the position and orientation of the segments. Since the inertial

properties of the segments are assumed to be fixed for each subject, it is only the pose (position

and orientation of segments) that affects the resulting sensitivity data.

Patients with the loss of function in one or more muscle groups will often use adaptive strategies

that rely on the ability of other muscle groups to accelerate the joints they do not cross. People

who have lost function in one or more muscle groups can unknowingly employ these principles

to produce compensatory control strategies that may enable them to continue to walk. More

research needs to be done as we attempt to Understand and ultimately improve the gait of people

with functional limitations.

Many Scientists have used a sensitivity approach similar to the one used by Kepple to look at the

capacity of individual muscles for support and propulsion in crouch gait. Others have used a

dynamic optimization approach that extended these techniques in order to estimate the

contributions of the individual muscles to propulsion and support in normal walking. These

studies have all been important for increasing our understanding of normal walking and

advancing the capabilities of clinical movement analysis.

2. Induced Power Analysis

A net moment can contribute to the power of a segment (i.e. accelerate a segment) to which it is

not applied through the inter-segmental reaction forces. Each net moments contribution to the

instantaneous segment powers can be determined at each instant in time from the current state of

the system and the instantaneous acceleration induced by that moment. The segment power

analysis provides a clear interpretation of a muscles (or net moments) influence on a segment

since a linear transformation exists between segment power and acceleration (i.e. if the power is

positive (negative), the musle or net moment acts to accelerate (decelerate) the segment.
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Scientists have used an Induced Acceleration and Induced Power analysis to demonstrate the

functional role of the ankle muscles during normal gait, which has been a controversial topic in

the clinical movement analysis community. The Induced Acceleration and Induced Power

analysis technique allowed the authors to demonstrate conclusively that at push-off, the ankle

muscles contribute substantially to trunk support and forward progression and that the

uniarticular and biarticular muscles can have distinctly different functional roles.

Others have used an Induced Acceleration to estimate the ability of net joint moments to transfer

mechanical energy through the leg and trunk during gait. They reported that pairs of joint

moments with opposite energetic effects (knee extensor vs gravity, hip flexor vs ankle plantar

flexor) worked together to balance energy flows through the segments. This intra-limb

coordination suggests that moments with contradictory effects are generated simultaneously to

control mechanical energy flow in the body during waking.

Induced Acceleration and Induced Power analysis are an important extension to the traditional

kinematics and inverse dynamic analysis that are commonly used in Clinical Laboratories and

there is an immediate need for these state-of-the-art techniques clinically. The Net Joint Moment

Induced Acceleration and Induced Power analysis is available in Visual3D in early 2006.

Topic : Design And Analysis Of Cam And Follower Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Cam

 Learn the concept of Uniform Velocity

 Learn the concept of Simple Harmonic Motion
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Definition/Overview:

A cam and follower system is system/mechanism that uses a cam and follower to create a

specific motion. The cam is in most cases merely a flat piece of metal that has had an unusual

shape or profile machined onto it. This cam is attached to a shaft which enables it to be turned

by applying a turning action to the shaft. As the cam rotates it is the profile or shape of the cam

that causes the follower to move in a particular way. The movement of the follower is then

transmitted to another mechanism or another part of the mechanism.

Key Points:

1. Cam

A cam is a projecting part of a rotating wheel or shaft that strikes a lever at one or more points on

its circular path. The cam can be a simple tooth, as is used to deliver pulses of power to a steam

hammer, for example, or an eccentric disc or other shape that produces a smooth reciprocating

(back and forth) motion in the follower which is a lever making contact with the cam.

The reason the cam acts as a lever is because the hole is not directly in the centre, therefore

moving the cam rather than just spinning.

2. Overview

The cam can be seen as a device that translates movement from circular to reciprocating (or

sometimes oscillating). A common example is the camshaft of an automobile, which takes the

rotary motion of the engine and translates it into the reciprocating motion necessary to operate

the intake and exhaust valves of the cylinders.
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The opposite operation, translation of reciprocating motion to circular motion, is done by a

crank. An example is the crankshaft of a car, which takes the reciprocating motion of the pistons

and translates it into the rotary motion necessary to operate the wheels.

Cams can also be viewed as information-storing and -transmitting devices. Examples are the

cam-drums that direct the notes of a music box or the movements of a screw machine's various

tools and chucks. The information stored and transmitted by the cam is the answer to the

question, "What actions should happen, and when?" (Even an automotive camshaft essentially

answers that question, although the music box cam is a still-better example in illustrating this

concept.)

Certain cams can be characterized by their displacement diagrams, which reflect the changing

position a roller follower would make as the cam rotates about an axis. These diagrams relate

angular position to the radial displacement experienced at that position. Several key terms are

relevant in such a construction of plate cams: base circle, prime circle (with radius equal to the

sum of the follower radius and the base circle radius), pitch curve which is the radial curve traced

out by applying the radial displacements away from the prime circle across all angles, and the

lobe separation angle (LSA - the angle between two adjacent intake and exhaust cam lobes).

Displacement diagrams are traditionally presented as graphs with non-negative values.

3. Uniform Velocity

First we will consider what uniform velocity means without any referance to cam and follower

systems. Uniform Velocity means travelling at a constant speed in a fixed direction and as long

as the speed or direction don't change then its uniform velocity. In relation to cam and follower

systems, uniform velocity refers to the motion of the follower. A displacement diagram is merely

a plot of two different displacements (distances). These two displacements are:

 the distance travelled up or down by the follower and

 the angular displacement (distance) of the cam
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If we consider this and take the cycle in steps. Firstly if the cam has to impart a displacement of

30mm on follower over half its cycle then if must impart a displacement of 30mm180 for every 1

turned by the cam i.e. it must move the follower 0.167mm per degree turn. This distance is too

much small to draw on a displacement diagram so we will consider the displacement of the

follower at the start, at the end of the half cycle, the end of the full cycle and at certain other

intervals (these intervals or the length of these intervals will be decided on later). Firstly we will

plot the graph. Before doing this we must first consider the increments that we will use. We will

use millimeters for the follower displacement increments and because 1 is too small we will use

increments of 30 for the angular displacement.

Once this is done then we can draw the displacement diagram as shown below. Note a straight

line from the displacement of the follower at the start of the motion to the displacement of the

follower at the end of the motion represents uniform velocity.

4. Simple Harmonic Motion

For this type of motion the follower displacement does not change at a constant rate. In other

words the follower doesn't travel at constant speed. The best way to understand this non-uniform

motion is to imagine a pendulum swinging.

If you examine the pendulum as it swings you can see that as it swings towards A it slows down

until it finally stops at A. Then it starts to swing back in the other direction. As it does so it

starts to gain speed until it reaches it max speed at O. Once the pendulum passes O it starts to

slow down on its approach to B. At B the pendulum stops and begins to swing back. Again it

speed up as it approaches O, reaches its maximum speed at O, then slows down on its approach

to A, stops at A and then swings back in the other direction. This cycle then keeps repeating

itself. If you watch the swinging pendulum shown below you should be able to notice the non-

uniformity of its motion.
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5. Working

A cam follower uses a cam, usually a flat piece of tooled metal, and follower system to replicate

a specific motion. As the cam is rotated, pressure is applied to the follower, which tracks the

shape of the cam by its edge and translates the movement of the cam into a movement pattern.

The cam follower operates on a very simple principle and can be applied to a wide number of

tasks, because although basic, it is highly versatile. Cam follower systems are used in a wide

variety of daily applications, including motor vehicles, moving lawn ornaments, and pumping

devices.

Cam follower systems usually take the form of a rotating rod that turns the cam or cams and

followers mounted above the cams. A follower with a pointed head will more accurately hold

and replicate the motion of the cam, but it will also wear down and require replacement more

quickly. Followers with broader heads will not wear down as easily, but some accuracy will be

sacrificed. It is important that an external downward force be applied to the follower, to make

sure that it retains smooth and even contact with the cam. Without a stabilizing downward force

on the follower system, the follower may have a tendency to wobble or jitter, potentially causing

a malfunction in the device being moved by the cam follower and wearing the follower down

more quickly.

Most cams are made in simple shapes designed to create basic motions the more complex the

shape of the cam, the harder the follower must work to replicate the motion. Many cam follower

systems take the shape of a teardrop or have a single jagged inset to create a specific motion. The

cam follower systems used on motor vehicles to control the pistons, for example, usually have a

teardrop shape that causes a sharp upward motion, or displacement, as the follower reaches the

apex of the teardrop, causing the attached piston to fire.

In a motor vehicle, there are multiple cam follower systems, one for each cylinder, and they are

offset so that all the pistons do not fire at once. The multiple systems can all be mounted on one

camshaft, making the most use of the energy used to turn the shaft, rather than dedicating energy

to each piston individually. In this case, damage to the cam follower could cause a misfire in the

engine.
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Topic : Spur Gears: Design And Analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the mechanical advantages

 Learn about the Design of Spur Gear

 Understand the Spur gear Strength and durability calculations

Definition/Overview:

Spur gears are the simplest and most common type of gear. Their general form is a cylinder or

disk. The teeth project radially, and with these "straight-cut gears", the leading edges of the teeth

are aligned parallel to the axis of rotation. These gears can only mesh correctly if they are fitted

to parallel axles. Spur gears on non-parallel shafts can mesh, but only point contact will be

achieved, not line contact across the full width of the tooth; also the length of the path of contact

may be too short.
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Key Points:

1. Mechanical advantage

The interlocking of the teeth in a pair of meshing gears means that their circumferences

necessarily move at the same rate of linear motion (e.g., meters per second, or feet per minute).

Since rotational speed (e.g. measured in revolutions per second, revolutions per minute, or

radians per second) is proportional to a wheel's circumferential speed divided by its radius, we

see that the larger the radius of a gear, the slower will be its rotational speed, when meshed with

a gear of given size and speed. The same conclusion can also be reached by a different analytical

process: counting teeth. Since the teeth of two meshing gears are locked in a one to one

correspondence, when all of the teeth of the smaller gear have passed the point where the gears

meet i.e., when the smaller gear has made one revolution -- not all of the teeth of the larger gear

will have passed that point -- the larger gear will have made less than one revolution. The smaller

gear makes more revolutions in a given period of time; it turns faster. The speed ratio is simply

the reciprocal ratio of the numbers of teeth on the two gears.

(Speed A * Number of teeth A) = (Speed B * Number of teeth B)

This ratio is known as the gear ratio.

The torque ratio can be determined by considering the force that a tooth of one gear exerts on a

tooth of the other gear. Consider two teeth in contact at a point on the line joining the shaft axes

of the two gears. In general, the force will have both a radial and a circumferential component.

The radial component can be ignored: it merely causes a sideways push on the shaft and does not

contribute to turning. The circumferential component causes turning. The torque is equal to the

circumferential component of the force times radius. Thus we see that the larger gear

experiences greater torque; the smaller gear less. The torque ratio is equal to the ratio of the radii.

This is exactly the inverse of the case with the velocity ratio. Higher torque implies lower

velocity and vice versa. The fact that the torque ratio is the inverse of the velocity ratio could

also be inferred from the law of conservation of energy. Here we have been neglecting the effect

of friction on the torque ratio. The velocity ratio is truly given by the tooth or size ratio, but
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friction will cause the torque ratio to be actually somewhat less than the inverse of the velocity

ratio.

In the above discussion we have made mention of the gear "radius". Since a gear is not a proper

circle but a roughened circle, it does not have a radius. However, in a pair of meshing gears, each

may be considered to have an effective radius, called the pitch radius, the pitch radii being such

that smooth wheels of those radii would produce the same velocity ratio that the gears actually

produce. The pitch radius can be considered sort of an "average" radius of the gear, somewhere

between the outside radius of the gear and the radius at the base of the teeth.

The issue of pitch radius brings up the fact that the point on a gear tooth where it makes contact

with a tooth on the mating gear varies during the time the pair of teeth are engaged; also the

direction of force may vary. As a result, the velocity ratio (and torque ratio) is not, actually, in

general, constant, if one considers the situation in detail, over the course of the period of

engagement of a single pair of teeth. The velocity and torque ratios given at the beginning of this

section are valid only "in bulk" -- as long-term averages; the values at some particular position of

the teeth may be different.

It is in fact possible to choose tooth shapes that will result in the velocity ratio also being

absolutely constant -- in the short term as well as the long term. In good quality gears this is

usually done, since velocity ratio fluctuations cause undue vibration, and put additional stress on

the teeth, which can cause tooth breakage under heavy loads at high speed. Constant velocity

ratio may also be desirable for precision in instrumentation gearing, clocks and watches. The

involute tooth shape is one that results in a constant velocity ratio, and is the most commonly

used of such shapes today.
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2. Design of Spur Gear

Gears are machine elements used to transmit rotary motion between two shafts, normally with a

constant ratio. The pinion is the smallest gear and the larger gear is called the gear wheel.. A

rack is a rectangular prism with gear teeth machined along one side- it is in effect a gear wheel

with an infinite pitch circle diameter. In practice the action of gears in transmitting motion is a

cam action each pair of mating teeth acting as cams. Gear design has evolved to such a level that

throughout the motion of each contacting pair of teeth the velocity ratio of the gears is

maintained fixed and the velocity ratio is still fixed as each subsequent pair of teeth come into

contact. When the teeth action is such that the driving tooth moving at constant angular velocity

produces a proportional constant velocity of the driven tooth the action is termed a conjugate

action. The teeth shape universally selected for the gear teeth is the involute profile.

The spur gear is simplest type of gear manufactured and is generally used for transmission of

rotary motion between parallel shafts. The spur gear is the first choice option for gears except

when high speeds, loads, and ratios direct towards other options. Other gear types may also be

preferred to provide more silent low-vibration operation. A single spur gear is generally selected

to have a ratio range of between 1:1 and 1:6 with a pitch line velocity up to 25 m/s. The spur

gear has an operating efficiency of 98-99%. The pinion is made from a harder material than the

wheel. A gear pair should be selected to have the highest number of teeth consistent with a

suitable safety margin in strength and wear. The minimum number of teeth on a gear with a

normal pressure angle of 20 degrees is 18.

The preferred number of teeth is as follows:

12 13 14 15 16 18 20 22 24 25 28 30 32 34 38 40 45 50 54 60

64 70 72 75 80 84 90 96 100 120 140 150 180 200 220 250
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3. Spur gear Strength and durability calculations

Designing spur gears is normally done in accordance with standards the two most popular series

are listed under standards above:

The notes below relate to approximate methods for estimating gear strengths. The methods are

really only useful for first approximations and/or selection of stock gears (ref links below).

Detailed design of spur and helical gears is best completed using the standards. Books are

available providing the necessary guidance. The determination of the capacity of gears to

transfer the required torque for the desired operating life is completed by determining the

strength of the gear teeth in bending and also the durability i.e. of the teeth (resistance to

wearing/bearing/scuffing loads) . The equations below are based on methods used by

Buckingham..

The basic bending stress for gear teeth is obtained by using the Lewis formula

σ = Ft / ( ba. m. Y )

 F t = Tangential force on tooth

 σ = Tooth Bending stress (MPa)

 b a = Face width (mm)

 Y = Lewis Form Factor

 m = Module (mm)

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Helical, Worm, And Bevel Gears: Design And Analysis

Drive Trains: Design And Analysis.
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Topic : Helical, Worm, And Bevel Gears: Design And Analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Helical gears

 Learn the concept Worm gear

 Learn the concept Bevel gears

Definition/Overview:

A gear is a component within a transmission device that transmits rotational force to another gear

or device. A gear is different from a pulley in that a gear is a round wheel which has linkages

("teeth" or "cogs") that mesh with other gear teeth, allowing force to be fully transferred without

slippage. Depending on their construction and arrangement, geared devices can transmit forces at

different speeds, torques, or in a different direction, from the power source. The most common

situation is for a gear to mesh with another gear, but a gear can mesh with any device having

compatible teeth, such as linear moving racks. A gear's most important feature is that gears of

unequal sizes (diameters) can be combined to produce a mechanical advantage, so that the

rotational speed and torque of the second gear are different from that of the first. In the context

of a particular machine, the term "gear" also refers to one particular arrangement of gears among

other arrangements (such as "first gear"). Such arrangements are often given as a ratio, using the

number of teeth or gear diameter as units. The term "gear" is also used in non-geared devices

which perform equivalent tasks: "broadly speaking, a gear refers to a ratio of engine shaft speed

to driveshaft speed. Although CVTs change this ratio without using a set of planetary gears, they

are still described as having low and high "gears" for the sake of convention.
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Key Points:

1. Helical gears

Helical gears offer a refinement over spur gears. The leading edges of the teeth are not parallel to

the axis of rotation, but are set at an angle. Since the gear is curved, this angling causes the tooth

shape to be a segment of a helix. The angled teeth engage more gradually than do spur gear teeth.

This causes helical gears to run more smoothly and quietly than spur gears. Helical gears also

offer the possibility of using non-parallel shafts. A pair of helical gears can be meshed in two

ways: with shafts oriented at either the sum or the difference of the helix angles of the gears.

These configurations are referred to as parallel or crossed, respectively. The parallel

configuration is the more mechanically sound. In it, the helices of a pair of meshing teeth meet at

a common tangent, and the contact between the tooth surfaces will, generally, be a curve

extending some distance across their face widths. In the crossed configuration, the helices do not

meet tangentially, and only point contact is achieved between tooth surfaces. Because of the

small area of contact, crossed helical gears can only be used with light loads.

Quite commonly, helical gears come in pairs where the helix angle of one is the negative of the

helix angle of the other; such a pair might also be referred to as having a right-handed helix and a

left-handed helix of equal angles. If such a pair is meshed in the 'parallel' mode, the two equal

but opposite angles add to zero: the angle between shafts is zero -- that is, the shafts are parallel.

If the pair is meshed in the 'crossed' mode, the angle between shafts will be twice the absolute

value of either helix angle.

Note that 'parallel' helical gears need not have parallel shafts -- this only occurs if their helix

angles are equal but opposite. The 'parallel' in 'parallel helical gears' must refer, if anything, to

the (quasi) parallelism of the teeth, not to the shaft orientation.

As mentioned at the start of this section, helical gears operate more smoothly than do spur gears.

With parallel helical gears, each pair of teeth first makes contact at a single point at one side of

the gear wheel; a moving curve of contact then grows gradually across the tooth face. It may

span the entire width of the tooth for a time. Finally, it recedes until the teeth break contact at a

single point on the opposite side of the wheel. Thus force is taken up and released gradually.

With spur gears, the situation is quite different. When a pair of teeth meets, they immediately
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make line contact across their entire width. This causes impact stress and noise. Spur gears make

a characteristic whine at high speeds and cannot take as much torque as helical gears because

their teeth are receiving impact blows. Whereas spur gears are used for low speed applications

and those situations where noise control is not a problem, the use of helical gears is indicated

when the application involves high speeds, large power transmission, or where noise abatement

is important. The speed is considered to be high when the pitch line velocity (that is, the

circumferential velocity) exceeds 5000 ft/min. A disadvantage of helical gears is a resultant

thrust along the axis of the gear, which needs to be accommodated by appropriate thrust

bearings, and a greater degree of sliding friction between the meshing teeth, often addressed with

specific additives in the lubricant

2. Worm gear

A worm is a gear that resembles a screw. It is a species of helical gear, but its helix angle is

usually somewhat large (i.e., somewhat close to 90 degrees) and its body is usually fairly long in

the axial direction; and it is these attributes which give it its screw like qualities. A worm is

usually meshed with an ordinary looking, disk-shaped gear, which is called the "gear", the

"wheel", the "worm gear", or the "worm wheel". The prime feature of a worm-and-gear set is

that it allows the attainment of a high gear ratio with few parts, in a small space. Helical gears

are, in practice, limited to gear ratios of 10:1 and under; worm gear sets commonly have gear

ratios between 10:1 and 100:1, and occasionally 500:1. In worm-and-gear sets, where the worm's

helix angle is large, the sliding action between teeth can be considerable, and the resulting

frictional loss causes the efficiency of the drive to be usually less than 90 percent, sometimes less

than 50 percent, which is far less than other types of gears.

The distinction between a worm and a helical gear is made when at least one tooth persists for a

full 360 degree turn around the helix. If this occurs, it is a 'worm'; if not, it is a 'helical gear'. A

worm may have as few as one tooth. If that tooth persists for several turns around the helix, the

worm will appear, superficially, to have more than one tooth, but what one in fact sees is the
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same tooth reappearing at intervals along the length of the worm. The usual screw nomenclature

applies: a one-toothed worm is called "single thread" or "single start"; a worm with more than

one tooth is called "multiple threads" or "multiple starts".

We should note that the helix angle of a worm is not usually specified. Instead, the lead angle,

which is equal to 90 degrees minus the helix angle, is given.

In a worm-and-gear set, the worm can always drive the gear. However, if the gear attempts to

drive the worm, it may or may not succeed. Particularly if the lead angle is small, the gear's teeth

may simply lock against the worm's teeth, because the force component circumferential to the

worm is not sufficient to overcome friction. Whether this will happen depends on a function of

several parameters; however, an approximate rule is that if the tangent of the lead angle is greater

than the coefficient of friction, the gear will not lock. Worm-and-gear sets that do lock in the

above manner are called "self locking". The self locking feature can be an advantage, as for

instance when it is desired to set the position of a mechanism by turning the worm and then have

the mechanism hold that position. An example of this is the tuning mechanism on some types of

stringed instruments.

3. Bevel gears

Bevel gears are essentially conically shaped, although the actual gear does not extend all the way

to the vertex (tip) of the cone that bound it. With two bevel gears in mesh, the vertices of their

two cones lie on a single point, and the shaft axes also intersect at that point. The angle between

the shafts can be anything except zero or 180 degrees. Bevel gears with equal numbers of teeth

and shaft axes at 90 degrees are called miter gears.

The teeth of a bevel gear may be straight-cut as with spur gears, or they may be cut in a variety

of other shapes. 'Spiral bevel gears' have teeth that are both curved along their (the tooth's)

length; and set at an angle, analogously to the way helical gear teeth are set at an angle compared
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to spur gear teeth. 'Zero bevel gears' have teeth which are curved along their length, but not

angled. Spiral bevel gears have the same advantages and disadvantages relative to their straight-

cut cousins as helical gears do to spur gears. Straight bevel gears are generally used only at

speeds below 5 m/s (1000 ft/min), or, for small gears, 1000 r.p.m.

Topic : Drive Trains: Design And Analysis.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Developments of drivetrains

 Understand the concepts of Manufacturing

 Learn about the Frames and drive trains

Definition/Overview:

In a motor vehicle, the term drive trains or power-plant refers to the group of components that

generate power and deliver it to the road surface, water, or air. This includes the engine,

transmission, drive-shafts, differentials, and the final drive (drive wheels, continuous track like

with tanks or Caterpillar tractors, propeller, etc.). Sometimes "drive trains" is used to refer to

simply the engine and transmission, including the other components only if they are integral to

the transmission. In a carriage or wagon, running gear designates the wheels and axles in

distinction from the body.
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A motor vehicle's driveline consists of the parts of the drive-train excluding the engine and

transmission. It is the portion of a vehicle, after the transmission that changes depending on

whether a vehicle is front - wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, or four-wheel drive.

In a wider sense, the power-train includes all of its components to transform chemical, physical

or nuclear energy into secondary energy and deliver it to the interface to the outer world for

propulsion purposes. This includes the utilization of multiple power sources and nonwheel-based

vehicles.

Key Points:

1. Developments

Drive trains development for diesel engines involves the following trends: modular injection,

electronic valve control (EVC), low pressure exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), and advanced

combustion. Spark ignition technology has focused on de-throttling (in part load where the low

efficiency of Otto engines is defined) and downsizing (lower displacement, EVC).

Attention to new fuel qualities (no sulphur and aromates) allows new combustion concepts.

These promise to combine clean combustion with high efficiency. So-called "combined

combustion systems" (CCV) or "diesotto" cycles (Mercedes-Benz) are based on synthetic fuels

(synthetic diesel, biomass to liquid (BTL) or gas to liquid (GTL)

2. Manufacturing

The manufacturing of drive trains components and systems is a key factor in the competitive

position of companies in the automotive and other (truck, motorcycle, tractor, construction

equipment) vehicle industrial sectors. Global economic and environmental factors have led to the

requirement to engineer and produce drive trains system that are more economical to

manufacture, higher in product quality and reliability, higher in performance, more fuel efficient,
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less polluting, and longer in life expectancy. In turn these trends have led to designs that involve

higher internal pressures, are subject to greater instantaneous forces, and are more complex in

their design and mechanical operation. The resulting advanced drive trains designs in turn

impose significantly more severe requirements on the shape, flatness, waviness, roughness, and

porosity, of drive trains subsystems, as well as limitations on the allowed presence of potential

defects in the surfaces and other dimensional characteristics of the system components and

assemblies. In addition to improved materials and material forming methods, these requirements

have led to advanced metrology technology that more thoroughly and accurately measures and

enables improved control of all of the steps in drive trains manufacturing processes.

3. Frames and drive trains

The frame plus the "running gear" (drive trains) makes the chassis.

Later, a body (sometimes referred to as "coachwork"), which is usually not necessary for

integrity of the structure, is built on the chassis to complete the vehicle. Commercial vehicle

manufacturers may have chassis only and cowl and chassis versions that can be outfitted with

specialized bodies. These include motor homes, fire engines, ambulances, etc.

The frame plus the body makes a glider (a vehicle without a drive-train).

4. Front-wheel drive (FWD)

A front-wheel-drive vehicle sends all the engine power to the two front wheels; in effect, FWD

pulls the vehicle down the road. With the engine, transmission, and power-train located in the

front of the vehicle, there is more passenger space in the cabin and reduced drive-train

complexity because all the components are in close proximity (possibly reducing maintenance

costs). Handling of FWD vehicles is generally considered stable, predictable, and good for

winter weather, as the majority of the vehicles weight is located over the driven wheels, which

increases traction. Also, some FWD vehicles exhibit torque steer (the steering wheel twists or

resists the driver under hard acceleration) and sluggish handling can result. Some examples of

front-wheel-drive vehicles include the Honda Accord, Toyota Camry, and Nissan Altima.
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5. Rear-wheel drive (RWD)

Once the standard driveline for automobiles, a rear-wheel-drive vehicle sends engine power to

the two rear wheels. In effect, the rear wheels push the vehicle down the road. Because a front-

engine, rear-wheel-drive vehicle doesnt benefit from the weight of the engine over the driven

wheels, the RWD configuration is not the best design for winter traction, although most rear-

wheel-drive vehicles feature some type of traction or stability control to help overcome this

disadvantage. RWD vehicles are typically well-balanced and offer superior handling and braking

for enthusiast drivers. Some examples of rear-wheel drive vehicles include the BMW 3 Series,

Lexus IS Series, and the Infiniti G35.

6. All-wheel drive (AWD)

With all-wheel drive, one of the most sophisticated drivelines available today, the engine sends

power to all four wheels. Advanced electronics, gears, or fluid-filled differentials can send power

to all wheels equally, or transfer torque to the wheels (or wheel) with the most traction. Modern

engineering has advanced AWD systems to the point where they are nearly seamless to the

driver. In fact, AWD systems can be designed with a front- or rear-wheel bias (such as on

various Infiniti and Audi models, among others), allowing engineers to improve driving

dynamics. Unlike 4WD systems, AWD systems do not usually have a low range for serious off-

road use, as this is not the intended use of the vehicle. Instead, AWD systems offer vastly

improved capabilities for winter driving or on wet slippery roads. Some examples of all-wheel-

drive vehicles include the Subaru Legacy, BMW X5, and Acura RL.

7. Part-time all-wheel drive (Part-time AWD)

Essentially a two-wheel-drive vehicle, this driveline configuration sends power to just two

wheels (front or rear) until additional traction is needed. The system is designed to automatically

transfer power to the other two wheels once the driven wheels slip, effectively becoming all-

wheel drive for a limited period of time. Because some loss of traction must occur before the

system intervenes, this type of driveline isnt completely seamless to the driver. Very effective in

preventing complete traction loss, this type of drive-train is not recommended for heavy off-road

use. Examples of part-time all-wheel-drive vehicles include the Honda CR-V AWD and Toyota

RAV4 AWD.
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8. Full-time four-wheel drive (4WD)

Operating much like all-wheel drive, this type of driveline is usually more robust because it is

designed for serious off-road use. Engine torque is usually evenly distributed to each wheel on

dry surfaces, and varies automatically according to conditions in low-traction situations. Like

part-time four-wheel drive, these vehicles are equipped with a low range, and many feature

locking differentials (the ability to make all wheels rotate at the same speed) for added traction.

Extremely capable off-road and in winter weather, these full-time 4WD systems add weight, at

the expense of fuel economy. Some examples of full-time four-wheel-drive vehicles include the

Land Rover Range Rover, Lexus LX Series, and Hummer H2.

9. Part-time four-wheel drive (Part-time 4WD)

This drive-train configuration typically sends power to the rear wheels all the time. If traction is

lost, power can be sent through an electric, mechanical, or hydraulic switching system to all four

wheels. In many cases, driver intervention is required to change into 4WD. This drive-train is

considered part-time because it often cant be used on dry pavement for fear of damaging the

mechanicals. Part-time four-wheel-drive vehicles are equipped with a low range for off-road use,

and many have locking differentials for even more grip in extremely slippery conditions. Some

examples of part-time 4WD vehicles include the Jeep Wrangler, Chevrolet Avalanche 4WD, and

Nissan Titan 4WD.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Static-Force Analysis

Dynamic-Force Analysis
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Topic : Static-Force Analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Equilibrium and Statics

 Learn the concept of Section Approach

 Learn the concept of Nodal Approach

 Learn the concept of Static force thermo-mechanometry experimental

Definition/Overview:

Structures are made to support loads. Structure is an assembly of number of members arranged in

certain manner. When load acts on a structure this load is distributed to the constituent members

of the structure in different proportions. Members experiencing large forces can be made

stronger, members experiencing less force can be made lighter and redundant members with no

force to support can be removed altogether. Thus static force analysis of structures can help to

build cost effective, light and strong structures. Force acting on a member of a structure can be

compressible or tensile. For the purpose of force analysis a sign convention can be assigned to

the forces. Tensile forces, acting outwards the members and having a tendency to extend the

member, is assigned positive sign. The force acting inwards any member and tending to

compress the member is called as compressive force and assigned negative sign. Although a sign

convention opposite to this one can also be followed with equal validity but the same sign

convention should be adhered to throughout the analysis of a structure.
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Key Points:

1. Equilibrium and Statics

When all the forces which act upon an object are balanced, then the object is said to be in a state

of equilibrium. The forces are considered to be balanced if the rightward forces are balanced by

the leftward forces and the upward forces are balanced by the downward forces. This however

does not necessarily mean that all the forces are equal to each other. Consider the two objects

pictured in the force diagram shown below. Note that the two objects are at equilibrium because

the forces which act upon them are balanced; however, the individual forces are not equal to

each other. The 50 N forces is not equal to the 30 N force.

If an object is at equilibrium, then the forces are balanced. Balanced is the key word which is

used to describe equilibrium situations. Thus, the net force is zero and the acceleration is 0 m/s/s.

Objects at equilibrium must have an acceleration of 0 m/s/s. This extends from Newton's first

law of motion. But having an acceleration of 0 m/s/s does not mean the object is at rest. An

object at equilibrium is either...

 at rest and staying at rest , or

 in motion and continuing in motion with the same speed and direction.

If an object is at rest and is in a state of equilibrium, then we would say that the object is at

"static equilibrium." "Static" means stationary or at rest. A common physics lab is to hand an

object by two or more strings and to measure the forces which are exerted at angles upon the

object to support its weight. The state of the object is analyzed in terms of the forces acting upon

the object. The object is a point on a string upon which three forces were acting. If the object is

at equilibrium, then the net force acting upon the object should be 0 Newtons. Thus, if all the

forces are added together as vectors, then the resultant force (the vector sum) should be 0

Newtons. (Recall that the net force is "the vector sum of all the forces" or the resultant of adding
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all the individual forces head-to-tail.) Thus, an accurately drawn vector addition diagram can be

constructed to determine the resultant.

2. Section Approach

In the Section Approach the structure under consideration is sectioned at certain part such that

the number of unknown forces is not more than two, for two dimensional structures. Unknown

forces are assigned variables and components of the forces are taken along and perpendicular to

any one of the unknown forces. For each of the two directions force balance equations are

framed and solved for the unknowns. The components of the forces can also be taken along any

fixed coordinate axis. For three dimensional structures the section taken can have up to three

unknown forces.

3. Nodal Approach

In the other approach, to find forces in the members of a structure, net force at any joint is set to

zero. Any joint connecting two or more members can be called as a node. One by one different

nodes are considered for force analysis. To start with such a node will be taken which has not

more than two unknown forces. Unknown forces are determined by writing net forces along any

set of orthogonal axes and equating them to zero.

For a simple structure one of the two approaches may be sufficient to determine the forces in

members. But for complex structures single force analysis approach can become cumbersome for

force analysis, therefore, a tricky combination and use of the two approaches can simplify the

static force analysis in structures.

4 Static force thermomechanometry experimental

Creep and stress relaxation measurement the elasticity, visco-elasticity and viscous behavior of

materials under a selected stress and temperature. Tensile geometry is the most common for

creep measurements. A small force is initially imparted to keep the specimen aligned and

straight. The selected stress is applied rapidly and held constant for the required time; this may

be 1 h or more. During application of force the elastic property is observed as an immediate
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elongation or strain. During the constant force period the time dependent elastic response or

visco-elasticity, together with the viscous response, result in further increase in strain.

The force is removed rapidly, though the small alignment force is maintained. The recovery

measurement time should be four times the creep time, so in this example the recovery time

should be 4 h. Upon removal of the force the elastic component results in an immediate

contraction. The viscoelastic recovery is exponential as the material slowly recovers some of the

previously imparted creep strain. After recovery there is a permanent unrecovered strain due to

the viscous component of the properties.

Analysis of the data is performed using the four component viscoelastic model where the

elements are represented by combinations of springs and dashpots. The experiment can be

repeated using different creep forces. The results for varying forces after the same creep time can

be used to construct isochronal stressstrain curves. The creep and recovery experiment can be

repeated under different temperatures. The creeptime curves measured at various temperatures

can be extended using the time-temperature-superposition principle to construct a creep and

recovery master-curves that extends the data to very long and very short times. These times

would be impractical to directly measure. Creep at very long times is important from prediction

of long term properties and product lifetimes. A complementary property is stress relaxation,

where a strain is applied and the corresponding stress change is measured. The mode of

measurement is not directly available with most thermo-mechanical instruments. Stress

relaxation is available using any standard universal test instruments, since their mode of

operation is application of strain, while the stress is measured.

Topic : Dynamic-Force Analysis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Working of Dynamic Analysis

 Learn the concept of Static and dynamic analysis: synergies

 Learn the concept of Performing both static and dynamic analysis
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 Learn the concept of Step By Step Solution Method

 Learn the concept of Static and dynamic analysis: duals

Definition/Overview:

All real physical structures, when subjected to loads or displacements, behave dynamically. The

additional inertia forces, from Newtons second law, are equal to the mass times the acceleration.

If the loads or displacements are applied very slowly then the inertia forces can be neglected and

a static load analysis can be justified. Hence, dynamic analysis is a simple extension of static

analysis. In addition, all real structures potentially have an infinite number of displacements.

Therefore, the most critical phase of a structural analysis is to create a computer model, with a

finite number of mass-less members and a finite number of node (joint) displacements that will

simulate the behavior of the real structure. The mass of a structural system, which can be

accurately estimated, is lumped at the nodes. Also, for linear elastic structures the stiffness

properties of the members, with the aid of experimental data, can be approximated with a high

degree of confidence. However, the dynamic loading, energy dissipation properties and boundary

(foundation) conditions for many structures are difficult to estimate. This is always true for the

cases of seismic input or wind loads.

Key Points:

1. Working of Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis operates by executing a program and observing the executions. Testing and

profiling are standard dynamic analyses. Dynamic analysis is precise because no approximation

or abstraction need be done: the analysis can examine the actual, exact run-time behavior of the

pro- gram. There is little or no uncertainty in what control flow paths were taken, what values
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were computed, how much memory was consumed, how long the program took to execute, or

other quantities of interest. Dynamic analysis can be as fast as program execution. Some static

analyses run quite fast, but in general, obtaining accurate results entails a great deal of

computation and long waits, especially when analyzing large programs. Furthermore, certain

problems, such as pointer or alias analysis, remain beyond the state of the art; even exponential-

time algorithms do not always produce sufficiently precise results. By contrast, determining at

run time whether two pointers are aliased requires a single machine cycle to compare the two

pointers (some- what more, if relations among more than two pointers are checked).

2. Static and dynamic analysis: synergies

Static and dynamic analysis has complementary strengths and weaknesses. Static analysis is

conservative and sound: the results may be weaker than desirable, but they are guaranteed to

generalize to future executions. Dynamic analysis is efficient and precise: it does not require

costly analyses, though it does require selection of test suites, and it gives highly detailed results

regarding those test suites. The two approaches can be applied to a single problem, producing

results that are useful in different contexts. For instance, both are used for program verification.

Static analysis is typically used for proofs of correctness, type safety, or other properties.

Dynamic analysis demonstrates the presence (not the absence) of errors and increases confidence

in a system.

3. Performing both static and dynamic analysis

Static or dynamic analyses can enhance one another by providing information that would

otherwise be unavailable. Performing first one analysis, then the other (and perhaps iterating) is

more powerful than performing either one in isolation. Alternately, different analyses can collect

different varieties of information for which they are best suited. This well-known synergy has

been and continues to be exploited by researchers and practitioners alike. As one simple

example, profile-directed compilation uses hints about frequently executed procedures or code

paths, or commonly observed values or types, to transform code. The transformation is meaning-
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preserving, and it improves performance under the observed conditions but may degrade it in

dissimilar conditions (the correct results will still be computed, only consuming more time,

memory, or power). As another example, static analysis can obviate the collection of certain

information by guaranteeing that collecting a smaller amount of information is adequate; this

makes dynamic analysis more efficient or accurate

4. Step By Step Solution Method

The most general solution method for dynamic analysis is an incremental method in which the

equilibrium equations are solved at times ∆t, 2∆t, 3∆t etc. There are a large number of different

incremental solution methods. In general, they involve a solution of the complete set of

equilibrium equations at each time increment. In the case of nonlinear analysis, it may be

necessary to reform the stiffness matrix for the complete structural system for each time step.

Also, iteration may be required within each time increment to satisfy equilibrium. As a result of

the large computational requirements it can take a significant amount of time to solve structural

systems with just a few hundred degrees-of-freedom. In addition, artificial or numerical damping

must be added to most incremental solution methods in order to obtain stable solutions. For this

reason, engineers must be very careful in the interpretation of the results. For some nonlinear

structures, subjected to seismic motions, incremental solution methods are necessary. For very

large structural systems, a combination of mode superposition and incremental methods has been

found to be efficient for systems with a small number of nonlinear members. This method has

been incorporated in the new versions of SAP and ETABS.

5. Static and dynamic analysis: duals

Static and dynamic analysis are typically seen as distinct and competing approaches with

fundamentally different the techniques and technical machinery. This section argues that the two

types of analysis are not as different as they may appear; rather, they are duals that make many

of the same tradeoffs. The key observation is that both static and dynamic analysis is able to

directly consider only a subset of program executions. Generalization from those executions is
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the source of unsoundness in dynamic analysis and imprecision in static analysis. A dynamic

analysis need not be unsound. A sound dynamic analysis observes every possible execution of a

program. If a test suite contains every possible input (and every possible environmental

interaction), then the results are guaranteed to hold regardless of how the program is used. This

simple goal is unattainable: nontrivial programs usually have infinitely many possible

executions, and only a relatively small (even if absolutely large) set of them can be considered

before exhausting the testing budget (in time, money, or patience). Researchers have devised a

number of techniques for using partial test suites or for selection of partial test suites. These

techniques are of interest solely as efficiency tweaks to an algorithm that works perfectly in

theory but exhausts resources in practice.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Synthesis

Introduction To Robotic Manipulators

Topic : Synthesis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Sound synthesis

 Learn the concept of Amplitude Envelope

 Learn the concept of Organic synthesis

 Learn the concept of Logic Synthesis

 Learn the concept of High-level synthesis
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Definition/Overview:

The term synthesis is used in many fields, usually to mean a process which combines together

two or more pre-existing elements resulting in the formation of something new. The verb would

be to synthesize meaning to make or form a synthesis. When natural tonal instruments' sounds

are analyzed in the frequency domain (as on a spectrum analyzer), the spectra of their sounds

will exhibit amplitude spikes at each of the fundamental tone's harmonics. Some harmonics may

have higher amplitudes than others. The specific set of harmonic-vs-amplitude pairs is known as

a sound's harmonic content.

When analyzed in the time domain, a sound does not necessarily have the same harmonic content

throughout the duration of the sound. Typically, high-frequency harmonics will die out more

quickly than the lower harmonics. For a synthesized sound to "sound" right, it requires accurate

reproduction of the original sound in both the frequency domain and the time domain. Percussion

instruments and rasps have very low harmonic content, and exhibit spectra that are comprised

mainly of noise shaped by the resonant frequencies of the structures that produce the sounds.

However, the resonant properties of the instruments (the spectral peaks of which are also referred

to as formants) also shape an instrument's spectrum (esp. in string, wind, voice and other natural

instruments). In most conventional synthesizers, for purposes of re-synthesis, recordings of real

instruments are composed of several components.

Key Points:

1. Sound synthesis

In music technology, sound synthesis is the process of generating sound from analogue and

digital electronic equipment, often for musical, artistic or entertainment purposes. In particular, it

refers to the process of generating, combining or mixing sounds from a set of fundamental

building blocks or routines in order to create sounds of a greater complexity and richness. Sound
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synthesis can be used to mimic acoustic sound sources or generate sound that may be impossible

to realize naturally. When any mechanical collision occurs sound is produced. The energy from

the collision is transferred through the air as sound waves, which are perceived by the human

auditory system. Sound waves are the aggregate of one or many periodic vibrations, described

mathematically by sine waves. The characteristics of a sound, known as pitch and timbre, are

defined by the amplitude and pitch of each individual sine wave, collectively known as the

partials or harmonics. Generally, a sound that does not change over time will include a

fundamental partial or harmonic, and any number of partials. Traditionally, the aims and

methods of generating sounds via synthesis is to attempt to mimic the amplitude and pitch of the

partials in an acoustic sound source, effectively creating a mathematical model for the sound.

2. Amplitude Envelope

One of the major characteristics of a sound is how its overall amplitude varies over time. Sound

synthesis techniques often employ a transfer function called an amplitude envelope which

describes the amplitude at any point in its duration. Most often, this amplitude profile is realized

with an "ADSR" (Attack Decay Sustain Release) envelope model, which is applied to a overall

amplitude control. Apart from Sustain, each of these stages is modeled by a change in volume

(typically exponential). Although the oscillations in real instruments also change frequency, most

instruments can be modeled well without this refinement.

Attack time is the time taken for initial run-up of the sound level from nil to its peak amplitude.

Decay time is the time taken for the subsequent run down from the attack level to the designated

sustains level. Sustain level is the amplitude of the sound during the main sequence of its

duration. Release time is the time taken for the sound to decay from the sustain level to zero.
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3. Organic synthesis

Organic synthesis is a special branch of chemical synthesis and is concerned with the

construction of organic compounds via organic reactions. Organic molecules can often contain a

higher level of complexity compared to purely inorganic compounds, so the synthesis of organic

compounds has developed into one of the most important branches of organic chemistry. Each

step of a synthesis involves a chemical reaction, and reagents and conditions for each of these

reactions need to be designed to give a good yield and a pure product, with as little work as

possible. A method may already exist in the literature for making one of the early synthetic

intermediates, and this method will usually be used rather than "trying to reinvent the wheel".

However most intermediates are compounds that have never been made before and these will

normally be made using general methods developed by methodology researchers. To be useful,

these methods need to give high yields and to be reliable for a broad range of substrates.

Methodology research usually involves three main stages- discovery, optimization, and studies

of scope and limitations. The discovery requires extensive knowledge of and experience with

chemical reactivities of appropriate reagents. Optimization is where one or two starting

compounds are tested in the reaction under a wide variety of conditions of temperature, solvent,

reaction time, etc., until the optimum conditions for product yield and purity are found. Then the

researcher tries to extend the method to a broad range of different starting materials, to find the

scope and limitations.

4. Logic Synthesis

Logic synthesis is a process by which an abstract form of desired circuit behavior (typically

register transfer level (RTL)) is turned into a design implementation in terms of logic gates.

Common examples of this process include synthesis of HDLs, including VHDL and Verilog.

Some tools can generate bitstreams for programmable logic devices such as PALs or FPGAs,

while others target the creation of ASICs. Logic synthesis is one aspect of electronic design

automation. Typical practical implementations of a logic function utilize a multilevel network of
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logic elements. Starting from an RTL description of a design, the synthesis tool constructs a

corresponding multilevel Boolean network.

Next, this network is optimized using several technology-independent techniques before

technology-dependent optimizations are performed. The typical cost function during technology-

independent optimizations is total literal count of the factored representation of the logic function

(which correlates quite well with circuit area).

Finally, technology-dependent optimization transforms the technology-independent circuit into a

network of gates in a given technology. The simple cost estimates are replaced by more concrete,

implementation-driven estimates during and after technology mapping. Mapping is constrained

by factors such as the available gates (logic functions) in the technology library, the drive sizes

for each gate, and the delay, power, and area characteristics of each gate.

5. High-level synthesis

High-level synthesis (HLS), sometimes referred to as electronic system level (ESL), algorithmic

synthesis, or behavioral synthesis, is an automated design process that interprets an algorithmic

description of a desired behavior and creates hardware that implements that behavior. The

starting point of a high-level synthesis flow is ANSI C/C++/SystemC code. The code is

analyzed, architecturally constrained, and scheduled to create a register transfer level hardware

design language (HDL), which is then in turn commonly synthesized to the gate level by the use

of a logic synthesis tool. The goal of HLS is to let hardware designers efficiently build and verify

hardware, by giving them better control over optimization of their design architecture, and

through the nature of allowing the designer to describe the design at a higher level of tools while

the tool does the RTL implementation. Verification of the RTL is an important part of the

process.

Hardware design can be created at a variety of levels of abstraction. The commonly used levels

of abstraction are gate level, register transfer level (RTL), and algorithmic level.
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While logic synthesis uses an RTL description of the design, high-level synthesis works at a

higher level of abstraction, starting with an algorithmic description in a high-level language such

as SystemC and Ansi C/C++. The designer typically develops the module functionality and the

interconnect protocol. The high-level synthesis tools handle the micro-architecture and transform

untimed or partially timed functional code into fully timed RTL implementations, automatically

creating cycle-by-cycle detail for hardware implementation. The (RTL) implementations are then

used directly in a conventional logic synthesis flow to create a gate-level implementation. High

level synthesis typically also includes a bit-accurate executable specification as input, since to

derive an efficient hardware implementation, additional information is needed on what is an

acceptable Mean-Square Error or Bit-Error Rate etc. For example, if the designer starts with a

FIR filter written using the "double" floating type, before he or she can derive an efficient

hardware implementation, they need to perform numerical refinement to arrive at a fixed-point

implementation. The refinement requires additional information on the level of quantization

noise that can be tolerated, the valid input ranges etc. This bit-accurate specification makes the

high level synthesis source specification functionally complete.

Topic : Introduction To Robotic Manipulators

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the structure of robots

 Learn about the Power source

 Learn about the Actuation

 Learn about the Control

 Learn about the Dynamics and kinematics
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Definition/Overview:

Robotics is the science and technology of robots, and their design, manufacture, and application.

Robotics has connections to electronics, mechanics, and software. Stories of artificial helpers and

companions and attempts to create them have a long history, but fully autonomous machines

only appeared in the 20th century. The first digitally operated and programmable robot, the

Unimate, was installed in 1961 to lift hot pieces of metal from a die casting machine and stack

them. Today, commercial and industrial robots are in widespread use performing jobs more

cheaply or with greater accuracy and reliability than humans. They are also employed for jobs

which are too dirty, dangerous, or dull to be suitable for humans. Robots are widely used in

manufacturing, assembly and packing, transport, earth and space exploration, surgery, weaponry,

laboratory research, safety, and mass production of consumer and industrial goods

Key Points:

1. Structure

The structure of a robot is usually mostly mechanical and can be called a kinematic chain (its

functionality being similar to the skeleton of the human body). The chain is formed of links (its

bones), actuators (its muscles), and joints which can allow one or more degrees of freedom. Most

contemporary robots use open serial chains in which each link connects the one before to the one

after it. These robots are called serial robots and often resemble the human arm. Some robots,

such as the Stewart platform, use a closed parallel kinematical chain. Other structures, such as

those that mimic the mechanical structure of humans, various animals, and insects, are

comparatively rare. However, the development and use of such structures in robots is an active

area of research (e.g. biomechanics). Robots used as manipulators have an end effector mounted
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on the last link. This end effector can be anything from a welding device to a mechanical hand

used to manipulate the environment.

2. Power source

At present; mostly (lead-acid) batteries are used, but potential power-sources could be:

 compressed air canisters

 flywheel energy storage

 organic garbage (trough anaerobic digestion

 feces (human, animal); may be intrusting in a military context; as feces of small combat

groups may be reused for the energy requirements of the robot assistant

 still untested energy sources (eg Joe Cell)

 radioactive source (such as with the proposed Ford car of the '50); too proposed in

movies as Red Planet (film)

3. Actuation

Actuators are the "muscles" of a robot, the parts which convert stored energy into movement. By

far the most popular actuators are electric motors, but there are many others, powered by

electricity, chemicals, and compressed air.

3.1 Motors

The vast majority of robots use electric motors, including brushed and brushless DC

motors.

3.2 Stepper motors

As the name suggests, stepper motors do not spin freely like DC motors; they rotate in

discrete steps, under the command of a controller. This makes them easier to control, as
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the controller knows exactly how far they have rotated, without having to use a sensor.

Therefore, they are used on many robots and CNC machines.

3.3 Piezo motors

A recent alternative to DC motors are piezo motors or ultrasonic motors. These work on a

fundamentally different principle, whereby tiny piezoceramic elements, vibrating many

thousands of times per second, cause linear or rotary motion. There are different

mechanisms of operation; one type uses the vibration of the piezo elements to walk the

motor in a circle or a straight line. Another type uses the piezo elements to cause a nut to

vibrate and drive a screw. The advantages of these motors are nanometer resolution,

speed, and available force for their size. These motors are already available

commercially, and being used on some robots.

3.4 Air muscles

The air muscle is a simple yet powerful device for providing a pulling force. When

inflated with compressed air, it contracts by up to 40% of its original length. The key to

its behavior is the braiding visible around the outside, which forces the muscle to be

either long and thin, or short and fat. Since it behaves in a very similar way to a

biological muscle, it can be used to construct robots with a similar muscle/skeleton

system to an animal. For example, the Shadow robot hand uses 40 air muscles to power

its 24 joints.

3.5 Electro-active polymers

Electro-active polymers are a class of plastics which change shape in response to

electrical stimulation. They can be designed so that they bend, stretch, or contract, but so

far there are no EAPs suitable for commercial robots, as they tend to have low efficiency

or are not robust. Indeed, all of the entrants in a recent competition to build EAP powered

arm wrestling robots were beaten by a 17 year old girl. However, they are expected to

improve in the future, where they may be useful for microrobotic applications.
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3.6 Elastic nanotubes

These are a promising, early-stage experimental technology. The absence of defects in

nanotubes enables these filaments to deform elastically by several percent, with energy

storage levels of perhaps 10J per cu cm for metal nanotubes. Human biceps could be

replaced with an 8mm diameter wire of this material. Such compact "muscle" might

allow future robots to outrun and out-jump humans.

4. Control

The mechanical structure of a robot must be controlled to perform tasks. The control of a robot

involves three distinct phases - perception, processing, and action (robotic paradigms). Sensors

give information about the environment or the robot itself (e.g. the position of its joints or its end

effector). This information is then processed to calculate the appropriate signals to the actuators

(motors) which move the mechanical.

The processing phase can range in complexity. At a reactive level, it may translate raw sensor

information directly into actuator commands. Sensor fusion may first be used to estimate

parameters of interest (e.g. the position of the robot's gripper) from noisy sensor data. An

immediate task (such as moving the gripper in a certain direction) is inferred from these

estimates. Techniques from control theory convert the task into commands that drive the

actuators.

At longer time scales or with more sophisticated tasks, the robot may need to build and reason

with a "cognitive" model. Cognitive models try to represent the robot, the world, and how they

interact. Pattern recognition and computer vision can be used to track objects. Mapping

techniques can be used to build maps of the world. Finally, motion planning and other artificial

intelligence techniques may be used to figure out how to act. For example, a planner may figure

out how to achieve a task without hitting obstacles, falling over, etc.
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Control systems may also have varying levels of autonomy. Direct interaction is used for haptic

or tele-operated devices, and the human has nearly complete control over the robot's motion.

Operator-assist modes have the operator commanding medium-to-high-level tasks, with the robot

automatically figuring out how to achieve them. An autonomous robot may go for extended

periods of time without human interaction. Higher levels of autonomy do not necessarily require

more complex cognitive capabilities. For example, robots in assembly plants are completely

autonomous, but operate in a fixed pattern.

5. Dynamics and kinematics

The study of motion can be divided into kinematics and dynamics. Direct kinematics refers to the

calculation of end effector position, orientation, velocity, and acceleration when the

corresponding joint values are known. Inverse kinematics refers to the opposite case in which

required joint values are calculated for given end effector values, as done in path planning. Some

special aspects of kinematics include handling of redundancy (different possibilities of

performing the same movement), collision avoidance, and singularity avoidance. Once all

relevant positions, velocities, and accelerations have been calculated using kinematics, methods

from the field of dynamics are used to study the effect of forces upon these movements. Direct

dynamics refers to the calculation of accelerations in the robot once the applied forces are

known. Direct dynamics is used in computer simulations of the robot. Inverse dynamics refers to

the calculation of the actuator forces necessary to create prescribed end effector acceleration.

This information can be used to improve the control algorithms of a robot.

In each area mentioned above, researchers strive to develop new concepts and strategies,

improve existing ones, and improve the interaction between these areas. To do this, criteria for

"optimal" performance and ways to optimize design, structure, and control of robots must be

developed and implemented.
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